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Open Forum on Building Plans
n 15 April the Library will be holding an Open Forum on
Library construction and development plans. The Forum

is a place where all members of the HKUST Community are
welcome to join and learn more about what is coming and
contribute your ideas for inclusion.

The shell of the building extension is almost completed, and a
designer has been engaged for the second stage creation of
a Learning Commons. Check the other article in this issue, or
visit the Library Building Projects page
(http://library.ust.hk/info/building-projects.html) for current details.

Please come and participate in the Library Open Forum. See what changes are coming, and how they may impact your
study or research. Discover how these plans fit into changing paradigms and improved service models. Learn how to
contribute your thoughts and suggestions to the design and development processes.

The Forum will be on Thursday, 15 April, at 3:00 pm in the Library Classroom on LG1.

More details of the Library Open Forum will be announced on the Library Blog (http://library.ust.hk/blog/), by e-mail, and
through several other channels.

Watch for the details and please plan to attend. We look forward to seeing you there.

HKUST IR World Ranking
ccording to CSIC's regular evaluations, HKUST IR is ranked 193 in the Top 400 Institutional Repositories:
http://repositories.webometrics.info/top400_rep_inst.asp?offset=150

"The Ranking Web of World Repositories" is an initiative of the Cybermetrics Lab, a research group belonging to the
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cienti'ficas (CSIC), the largest public research body in Spain.

Only two repositories in Hong Kong have made it into the top 400 - HKUST's Institutional Repository
(http://repository.ust.hk/) and HKU's Scholars Hub (http://hub.hku.hk/).

Library Service Quality Assurance
he HKUST Library is highly committed to quality assurance in providing information resources and services. In all its
planning and activities, the Library continues to ensure consistent policies and best practices with the aim of

delivering the same high quality services and resources to all library users. Among other measurements, the following
key performance indicators are used to assess the Library's service quality levels over time.

Library service satisfaction: The Library regularly collects user feedback via various means to help improve or
enhance our services. For instance, we conducted two important user surveys in 2008/09, Information Commons (IC)
User Satisfaction Survey and Media Resources and Microforms User Satisfaction Survey (including Media Reserve
service). In 2009/2010, in addition to a user survey on ILL and document delivery service, we will conduct a number of
focus groups, user interviews to collect feedback on our services.

Library class satisfaction: For academic years 2004/05 to 2006/07, Library used its own evaluation system to
assess user satisfaction with library classes. Over 95% attendees of library classes strongly agreed or agreed that these
classes were recommendable to others. Starting the academic year 2007/08, Library uses a similar rating system as the
University's Student Feedback Questionnaires to evaluate Library class satisfaction. We have been able to achieve
between "good" and "very good" for class and instructor ratings ever since we used this new system.

Document Supply Service fill rate: The following table shows the success rates for filling the requests for
document supply service (obtaining materials not available in HKUST Library from other institutions) for the last five
years.

Library visits per capita: The following table shows the number of visits to the Library per person as recorded by
the Library exit gate. While E-resources had for a while stabilized the demand for study space, Information Commons
has intensified the need for more study and collaboration spaces.

http://library.ust.hk/info/building-projects.html
http://library.ust.hk/blog/
http://repositories.webometrics.info/top400_rep_inst.asp?offset=150
http://repository.ust.hk/
http://hub.hku.hk/
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Virtual Library visits: To provide access to local and global information through the Internet, the Library maintains
an advanced network architecture consisting of a number of web application servers, including Library Web server,
catalog, digital libraries, e-journals etc. The following table shows the statistics relating to visits to these Library web
pages.

Year Visits* No. of Pages Visited Pages per visit
2009 1,901,852 13,570,086 7.14
2008 1,634,951 10,031,051 6.14
2007 1,400,331 7,003,783 5.00
2006 1,432,679 7,663,530 5.35
2005 1,383,020 5,835,023 4.22

*Visit: A unique IP accesses a page, and there is more than an hour between any of the
requests.

IC Learning Space - a flexible facility for teaching and presentation
he IC Learning Space (G335A) on G/F is now open for booking. The Space was renovated as part of the Information
Commons Improvement Project in September. The Library installed a state-of-the-art touch sensitive projection

screen. Instructors can incorporate a good amount of interactivity in their teaching. The modular furniture effectively
optimizes the flexibility of the space. You can set up tables in sizes and shapes that fit your group best. Instructors can
arrange them in different ways to suit different class sizes and teaching modes. The IC Learning Space can
accommodate a class size of 15.

The Learning Space can be reserved by PGs, staff and faculty. Please observe the general room booking rules of the
Library (http://library.ust.hk/serv/rsrv.html#rules). To use the touch screen, check out the equipment at the IC Help Desk;
staff on duty will help you set up the station.

For more information about the facility, visit: http://library.ust.hk/serv/ic/ic_fac.html#learningspace.

Book Talk - The Great Disconnect
n April 22nd, at 5pm in the Library Gallery, Professor Bill Barron will talk about his recent work, The Great
Disconnect (HD75.6 .B3627 2009), which was published in hard copy and in an open access version, accessible

here (http://ustlib.ust.hk/record=b1082244).

In his work, Prof. Barron discusses how the world economy has reached the limits of what our planet can sustain.
Climate change is the most talked about, but we are also reaching limits of water, crop land, and marine fisheries. The
biosphere is too stretched; the system cannot continue as it has for the past several decades. The world economy is
geared towards "throughput" rather than sustainability. But markets and governments live on a different planet from the
one that scientists are studying. He will discuss this "disconnect" and his and others' ideas for how we can respond to
this urgent crisis.

This is the fourth in an occasional series of BookTalks (http://library.ust.hk/info/booktalk/) given at HKUST. At each
booktalk, we invite an author to share with us on the book he or she has written, and sometimes their experiences and
beliefs about books and reading in general. This BookTalk is being held in conjunction with HKUST's annual
Environment Week (April 19-23, 2010).

Database Updates: New Platform and Interface
SciFinder Scholar (Web Version)

The Library has been offering access to the client version of SciFinder Scholar since March 2006. In February, we
made the web version available. SciFinder Scholar is the most comprehensive database of chemical literature,
structures and reactions. It provides abstracts of articles in >10,000 journals plus conference papers, patents, technical
reports and theses. It also contains information on 51 million organic and inorganic substances, and 22 million single-
and multi-step reactions.

The web version provides a much more user friendly interface and allows both on and off campus access. It also has
features that are not available in the client version, such as: receive weekly "keep me posted" alert emails for up to 20
search profiles; create direct links to answers and answer sets; and download recent session histories. At present, the
Library allocates two concurrent users to the web version and another two to the client version. After a smooth transition
period, we may terminate access to the client version by allocating all concurrent seats to the web version.

IEEE Xplore

IEEE Xplore, a premier database for locating full-text journals, conference proceedings and technology standards
published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, recently launched a fresh new interface. A prominent
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search box is seen on every page allowing users to do a new search from anywhere. For more experienced users,
Advanced Search supports specific field searches and different limiting criteria. Results can be refined by facets such as
Date, Author, Publication Title and Subject.

Popular Web 2.0 features are incorporated to enhance search experience. For instance, automatic search suggestion
will correct typing mistakes. "Hybrod cars" will retrieve 0 hits, but the system will suggest "hybrid cars" which then brings
up hundreds of useful records. After multiple facets are applied to an initial search, a functional breadcrumb trail at the
top of the results list lets users easily remove search elements. Custom saved searches, RSS feeds and e-mail alerts
are now all possible when users sign up for personal accounts.

Questions on the new platform/interface can be directed to our reference points: email LBREF@ust.hk, tel 2358-6760 or
the Reference counter.

Building Extension Progress
s you can see by looking out the windows, the building extension is getting closer to completion. There is still a lot of
work to do, but we want to keep you informed of what is coming up. Remember to visit the Library Blog

(http://library.ust.hk/blog/) and the Library Building Projects page (http://library.ust.hk/info/building-projects.html) to learn
about changes which will affect you.

2011 will be a big year for the Library. Once the extension is completed, it will be joined to the existing building by
knocking out the intervening walls. That is expected to happen early in the Spring term, and we apologize in advance for
the noise and disruption this will cause.

Once the buildings are joined, everything in the existing LG1 floor will need to be moved to somewhere else. Partially
this is for improved operations, and partially to vacate the existing LG1 space for its conversion into the planned
Learning Commons. The Learning Commons creation will involve several additional months of noisy construction work,
during which the existing LG1 space will be sealed off from the rest of the Library.

Media Resources and the Current Periodicals collection will be staying on LG1, but moving into the newer more open
space in the extension. All of the shelving currently used for the Bound Periodicals will be moving downstairs - mostly to
LG3, filling out both the existing and new spaces. The bound periodicals themselves may need to move into off-site
storage for a while. The Computer Lab and Classroom will be temporarily relocated to the new multi-function room on
LG4 of the Library Extension - eventually returning to LG1 as part of the new Learning Commons.

This is an exciting time as the Library prepares for the coming changes engendered by the 3-3-4 educational scheme,
and readies the updated facilities, services and operations to meet the needs of our students and researchers in coming
years.

SmartCAT Enhancements
ome of you may notice a recent change to the Catalog Tab on the Library's Home Page. Instead of sending your
search to the classic catalog interface, it will now by default submit the search to SmartCAT. After a few rounds of

enhancements in the past two years, this alternative catalog interface has been gaining much momentum in the usage.

Newer catalog users are turning to this interface, as it gives them the same searching experience and similar look-and-
feel that they are familiar with from other Web 2.0 tools. SmartCAT looks like a blog because it is actually built on top
of the blogging software WordPress. It offers Google-like searching, with the capability of ranking, grouping and
narrowing search results. And the rich set of navigation links provides users options to discover information external to
the Library collections.

One of the latest enhancements of SmartCAT that are worth mentioning is the provision of links to the table of contents
(TOC) of the current issue of e-journals. This is made possible by incorporating the Journal TOC Service offered by the
ticTOCs Consortium into SmartCAT. Whenever you retrieve an e-journal from SmartCAT that is indexed by ticTOCs, you
will see the view table of contents link, which brings you to the RSS feed of the journal's TOC. You can also subscribe
this link to your own RSS reader, to add your awareness of latest articles published in your favorite journals.

Library Catalog on iPhone
Phone users will soon be able to search the HKUST Library Catalog via the m.HKUST application
(http://mobileguide.ust.hk/). This is a joint project of the Library and the Publishing Technology Center. The

development will be completed in April and the app will then be made available to everyone for free download from the
iPhone App Store via iTunes. The App Store contains applications for Apple's iPhone, iPod Touch and upcoming iPad
devices.

Within a few taps, iPhone users will be able to search for library materials, see the cover image, read a summary, obtain
item availability information, find out which book shelf the item is on, and save the item information for future reference.
This mobile Catalog interface will also provide external links, such as to full-text of electronic resources.

The mobile app has been developed based on the RSS syndication features offered by SmartCAT
(http://catalog.ust.hk/), the Library's next-generation library catalog interface, with a rich set of Web 2.0 features.

mailto:LBREF@ust.hk
http://library.ust.hk/blog/
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Check the IC Traffic Report First!

he Library's Systems & Digital Services staff have just finished a program to show how busy the Information
Commons is. By using this program, you can see which computers are in use, and which are available. You can

check the traffic from anywhere, even while waiting in line for your morning coffee.

To see how it works, visit the Information Commons home page and click on "Check Real-time Availability" or on the
thumbnail in the left column. Note that the program also shows which machines have extra software for Web Authoring
or AVG (audio, video, graphics), such as Adobe Photoshop.

More details about the Information Commons are at http://library.ust.hk/serv/ic/ic_about.html.
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